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Figure 2 is a horizontal section through a 
packing member embodying this invention; 

Figure 3 is a fragmentary sectional view on a 
greatly enlarged scale as compared with the 
sketch of Figure 1, taken in a plane passing 
through line 3-3 of Figure 1; 

Figure 4 is a fragmentary side elevational view 
showingv a' regenerator'assembly involving a plu 
rality of regenerator units; 
Figure 5 is a vertical section through a regen— 

erator unit embodying this invention; 
Figure 6 is a horizontal section’ taken in a plane ' 

passing through line 6—6 of Figure 5,;- g 

thick and having integral interior ?ns l6 ex= 
tending from the inner wall in a radial direction 
toward the center of the tube to improve the 
ef?ciency of the heat exchange between the 
gaseous medium passing through tube l5 and 
that ?owing over the packing members disposed 
on this supporting tube-.4v Tube 1-5 may have an 
external diameter of fromgi/z 'toiinches, pref 
erably 3 inches. These packing members are 
,formed by spot-brazing the leading end H of 
:the strips woundon reel I4, as at l8, to the 
‘periphery of the‘ tube I5, the several strips being 
-_disposed in, spaced», relationship along the length 

Figure '7 is a plan view of. a modi?ed form ‘of’ ' 
regenerator packing member for use ‘the por- _ 
tion of a regenerator through which no recycled 
gas is passed; . _ 

Figure 8 is a side elevational View showing the 
relative positions of the packing members of’ ., 
Figure 7 when disposed within the regenerator; 

Figure 9 is a side elevational view of armodi?ed 
form'of support for the strip ‘or ribbon of high 
heat conducting material, which support may be 
used in forming the 'type of packing members 
shown in Figure '7; and ‘ 

Figure 10 is a view of the base of the support 
of Figure‘9,>looking up at the base. . 
In accordance’ with the process of this inven 

tion a regenerator packing is produced from a 
long strip or ribbon of high heat conducting ma 
terial, such for example as aluminum or copper, 
preferably aluminum having one side 10' ?at'and 
theoppjosite'side ll provided with integral ribs 
or' projections [2. This strip has a brazing coat 
ing lla'of solder or any well known brazing ,ma 
terial, e.‘ g., aluminum-silicon composition in the 
case where the strip is of aluminum on at least 
one side thereof, ‘desirably on the ribbed side II, 
the functionv of which coating will be explained 
hereinaftergf‘ In order to provide the large mass 
of high heat‘conducting material ‘and high area 
of cold exchanger surface per unit of regenera 
tor volume necessary for effectively recovering 
the cold content of the outgoing products of 
recti?cation, it is important the material of high I 
heat conductivity of each of'the strips forming 
the packing members be relatively thin. 'Each 
strip may be from 1 to 6 inches wide, have ribs 
from ‘.02 to .08 inch high, have a base thickness 
of from .01 to ‘.04 inch and have the ribs spaced 
so that the distance from the center of one rib 
to the-center of the next rib is from .1 to .3 inch. 
Preferably each strip is dimensioned so that it 
is about 11/4 inches wide, has a total thickness 
(the distance from the base of the strip to the 
top of the'integral rib or projection l2) of about 
.07 inch and a basethickness (the thickness of 
the‘ base from which the ribs project) of ap 
proximately .02 inch, and has the ribs spaced so 
that the-‘distance from the center of one ribfto 
the center of the next rib is approximately§15 
inch. ' 

- Inproducing the regenerator packing units of 
this invention, a plurality of such strips are wound. 
on a support from a reel Hi, or a plurality of’ 
such reels, containing the desired number and 
lengths of strips.' The number of such strips 
applied to a support to form a packing unit will 
depend on‘ the size of the regenerator in which 
the packing unit is to be disposed. ' A e > 

In‘ the embodiment of the invention shown in 
Figure 1, the support comprises a tube, It, de-' 
sirably a hollow tube of high heat conducting. 
material,_forexample aluminum'or copper, hav 
ing relatively thin walls, e.‘ g., about’ .12 inch 
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.oftube I5.- to iformfa narrow space 19, preferably 
about 11; inch :wide between adjacent packing 
members. As'fshown in Figure 2, the leading 
end I‘! of each strip is planed or scarfed to pro 
vide a' gradualv taper conforming in general to 
the contour of the tubular support l5 resulting 
in the formation of a ?rm bond between the end 
of'this strip and the tubular support. 7 K. v 
Thetubular support l5 containing the leading 

end of the strips spot-brazed theretov isv then 
rotated to ‘wind the strips thereon forming a’, 
multiplicity of convolutions of the strip material 
with the ribs of the ?rst convolution 20. in con- 
tact with the periphery of the tubular support 
l5 and the ribs 2i of the succeeding, convolu-v 
tions in contact with the ?at side of an under 
lying convolution. Tubular support I5 is. de 
sirably coated on its outer surface with solder 
orlbrazing material as is the ribbed strip wound 
thereon. ‘The terminal convolution 22 of the 
strip isplaned or scarfed- so that it is generally 
reducedin thickness and terminates in a knife, 
like edge 24. In this manner substantially cy 
lindrical packing members result having anex 
ternal diameter of‘ from 3v to _,1V2-inches, pret 
erably 8 inches. . _ _ . _ ’ 

,While inthe showing of Figure 1 two strips 
are shownabout to be; wound in spaced relation 
on support I5, actually a larger number of, such 
strips are wound on support i5 .withnarrow 
spaces. l9;between adjacent .strips,_the_ exact 
number-depending on thesize of the regenerator. 
Further, while in Figure 1 “it is indicated the 
two strips, are wound simultaneously on’ support 
l5,.stripsapp1ied to thesuppor-t ,l 5 may be wound 
successively.‘ . . :1 . > v;v _ . I. _ 

- .The assembly ofthe tubular support l5, and 
packing members thereon, each consisting of a 
plurality of convolutions andproduced- as here: 
inabove described. is then subjected to elevated 
temperatures and thereafter cooled tocause the 
l‘ibS.tOi.,bOI1d‘ with the surfaces with which they 
contact. This bond is produced by the melting 
of the solder or brazing coating and subsequent 
solidi?cation during 'cooling. In the case of 
packing members made from an aluminum strip 
and having an aluminum tubular support pro 
vided :with a brazing coating ofaluminum-silicon 
composition, the assembly produced as herein 
above described is desirably heated by stream 
of hotair to a temperaturev of .1000" F. and. then 
immersed-‘in a-molten salt bath at a temperature 
of‘ 1150° F. ~Under these'conditions ‘the brazing 
coating-melts Iandlupon removalof the assembly 
from‘the salt batha'th'e molten brazing coating 
solidi?es to produce-a .?rm bond between the 
ribs I-and the flat vsurfaces of ‘underlying-con 
volutions'rand of the ‘tubular-support where the‘ 
ribs l-c'on'tact same.‘ The‘ resulting assemblyiis 
thenJwashed ‘with hot=Fwaterto remove molten 
salt" adhering thereto'i'vland to insure that-the 
longitudinally extending’ channels 25 interrupted 
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Figure 5, section 29 may have disposed therein 
individual packing members, such as shownv in 
Figure 7, assembled as shown in Figure 8. The 
packing member. of Figure 7 comprises a cyline 
drical tubular support“ on which is woundthe 
strip of high heat conducting material-having 
?at side I!) and ribs [2 to form longitudinally 
extending channels 25. The leading end of the 
strip is brazed to support 45 anclIthe successive 
convolutions brazed to each other, as .herein 
above described in connection with-the construc 
tion of Figures 1“ and 2., Top extension 46 and 
base extension 41 project from the opposite sides 
of the wound strip. Base extension 41 is pro 
vided with openings 48 leading into the central 
openingl?in support“. I I - I .1 a 

The packing members of Figure '7 are assembled, 
as shown in Figure '8, with the base extension 41 
of-a superimposedvmember resting on the- top 
extension 46 of an underlying memberforming 
agnarrow space 50 in between each pair of pack 
ingmembers: Any desired'numbenof such mem 
bersare assembled-in a. housing simply by piling 
successivemernbers ,within the housing with the 
base extension “of, .each'resting on the top ex 
tension“ of anunderlying member. Ta , - ' ' 

I Inthe operation-of a regenerator, section con 
' taining the packing members of Figures '7. and 8, 
flow of the-gaseous ‘media takesrplace through 
channels 25 and central opening. 49;of each pack‘ 
ing member. In the-spaces 50 between each pair 
of packing members flow takes place through 
openings 48 from the central openings 49 into 
the longitudinal. channels 25 and vice versa. 
Hence, turbulent ?ow takes place with optimum 
transfer of heat from the packing to the gas 
stream passing thereover during onecycle and 
from the gas to the packing during the next cycle. 
In the modi?cation of Figures 9 and 10, a tubu 

lar support 5| has welded or otherwise secured 
to its‘ base two strap members 52 and 53, each of 
a length slightly less than the diameter of the 
packing member. The st‘rip'or ribbon or high 
heat conducting material of the type ‘shown in 
Figure l is wound on support 5! with one edge 
resting on the strap members ‘52 and Y53. The 
width of the strip or ribbon is such that the other 
edge is ' substantially 'in “the same horizontal plane 
as’ thetop of support 51. .With the support of 
Figures 9 and .10 itri's not necessary to braze the 
strip or'ribbon to support, 5|, orf'the successive 
convolutions to each other since the weight of 
the strip. or ribbon is carried by, members 52 and 
53 which also vserve to space successive packing 
members when assembled to provide narrow 
spaces between successive pairs of' packing meme 
bers corresponding tospace's 50 (Figure 8). In 
other words, thefedge's' or; the convolutions rest 
on members 52‘ and '53 and ‘are supportedthereby 
eliminating the ‘necessity for .brazin'g successive 
convolutions ‘to each, other to’maintain them in 
the desired ?xed relationship. '. " . L_ 

It will be noted the regenerator ‘ofthisinvene 
tion has an exceptionally high Surface varea or 
cold exchanger surface per unit of volume of 
regenerator. With‘ the vdesign of packing ‘units 
hereinabove described involving‘ packing members 
madefrom strips of aluminum;dimensionedias 
hereinabove described, the r_egeneratormay have 
about 350 square 'feet of cold’ exchanger surface 
per cubic foot of regeneratorvolume. _'Iv‘he tur 
bulent ?ow caused by the spacing-of the individ: 
ual packing members, vas hereinabove described, 
further improves the cold transfer efficiency of 
the regenerator. Thezregenera'tor, is thereforerof 
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8 
exceptionally high transfer'e?iciency. This makes 
it possible to have the volumetric space‘ through 
which'the‘ nitrogen. or, oxygen on the one hand 
and air ,on the other flow relatively small, there? 
by minimizing reversal losses. The feature of. the 
regenerator of this invention involving the posi 
tioning of each assembly .of supporting tube or 
rod and packing members in an individual hous 
ing permits ready testing .of the regenerator under 
actual operating conditions to determine whether 
the construction is gastight. Further,.should any 
leak develop in operation, it’ is a simple matter 
to determine which regenerator’ unit is faulty and 
to make the necessary repairto this unit. _ 
The regenerators shown in Figures 4 and 5 are 

in a vertical position, the'airentering at the lower 
end and the product of recti?cation at the upper 
end. If desired, the regenerators may be inverted 
so that header alis above header 36; also the 
regenerators may be disposed in other positions 
than the vertical position shown. 
A signi?cant feature of this invention is the 

high radial thermal conductivity because of the 
multiple points of contact between the supporting 
tube and the ?rst convolution of metal stripv and 
betweenthe succeeding contiguous convolutions 
of metal strip. This radial-conductivity is of 
great importance‘in operating regenerators in 
oxygen plants where; the temperature di?erence 
at the cold end (at a temperature of about —280° 
F.) between the recti?cation product stream 
entering during one period and the air leaving 
during the subsequent period of operation must 
be kept within the narrow range of about 5°_to 
10° F., preferably about 6° to 8° F. Such small 
temperature differences must be maintained in 
order that condensible impurities like carbon di 
oxide deposited in the regenerators by the air 
passing therethrough are completely removed-by 
evaporation during the passage of the recti?ca 
tion product stream through the regenerators- and 
thereby the regenerators may be operated over 
long. periods without need of a plantshut-down 
to effect thawing of the regenerators. , . 

It will be understood di?erent embodiments of 
the .invention can be made without departing 
from the‘ scope of. this invention. For example, 
instead'of having-‘regenerator sections 28 ‘anus 
in one‘ housing, each section could be placed'in 
an individual housing providing two regenerators 
instead of the unitary construction shown. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A regenerator comprising a hollow cylin 

dric'al tube, a plurality of substantially cylindri 
cal packing members on said tube arranged along 
the, length of said tube with a narrow space be 
tween adjacent members, each member consist 
ing of a plurality of convolutions of high heat 
conducting material, ‘each of said convolutions 
having one side hat and the other side provided 
with closely spaced integral ribs extending across 
the width'of each convolution, the ribs of one 
convolution contacting and being bonded to the 
flat surface of- a contiguous convolution thereby 
forming in the annular. spaces between contig 
uous convolutions longitudinally extending chan 
nels' de?ned by said ribs, said channels being 
interrupted along their lengths by the narrow 
spaces between-adjacent members, a cylindri 
cal housing enclosing the assembly of said pack 
ing members and said hollow tube but'having 
the opposite ends of said hollow tube projecting 
outside of said ‘housing, said housing having’a 
diameter ‘such ' that with said ' assembly‘ disposed 
within said_:housing little clearance is left vibe 
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tween theouter periphery lsof said-Y assembly-and 
: the: inner: wall- of said‘ e'housing; and‘ a. port: ' in 
‘the vicinity of, each of; the ‘opposite ends. or: said 

housing separatefrom'the flow ofi?uidthrough 
saidshollowtubep:71 1'- “fi '- ‘ ‘ ~ “ 

r:>12.-:A>-regenerator comprising two‘ sections, one 
Isection~iconsisting of a hollow ltubefor ,?owffof 
‘?uid itherethlrough; n a plurality: v"of substantially 
cylindrical 1' packing members ‘on said‘ tube- ar 
prangediialongf‘the‘length thereof with a narrow 
\jspacelb'etween" adjacent members, said packing 
imembersrbeingi bonded‘ to; saidrihollow tube, 1- each 

' '- zpa‘cking member? consisting-Zeta:plurality‘ of > con 
, vnvolution's:ofrliigh heat conducting" materi'aheach 

_ *o‘f\saidiitconvo‘lutionsshaving one si‘def?atqand 
the otherlside provided 'with“closel-y:ispaced‘v'inl 
'tegral ribs extending across the width ofl'ieach 
convolution-"the ribs ‘of ‘one convolution con 
tacting and‘ being-bonded to th'e'?at surface of 
a contiguous convolution thereby forming in the 
annular‘ spaces betweenv contiguous convolutions 
longitudinally "extending? ‘ channels defined by 
said ribs, and the other section?consisting of a 
support, a plurality ‘of substantially cylindrical 
packing members on saidzsupport disposed along 
the length thereof with a narrow space between 
adjacent vmembers, .aggspacer member in said 
narrow‘ spaceto maintain"v the’ individual pack 
ing members in spaced relationship, each of said 
packing members consisting of a plurality of 
convolutions’ of high heat conducting material, 
eavchiiof said‘ convolutions having one sidej-?at 
and the-other side provided with closely spaced 
‘ribs extending acrossfthe'i’wi'dth of e'ach‘c'oh- ' 
volution-Tthe' ribs of one convolution contact 
ing and being bonded-'tdthe" ?ajt surfacefofa 
contiguous convolution -- thereby’ ‘forming j in ‘the 
annular spaces-between contiguous convolutions 
longitudinally, extending channels de?ned by 
said ‘ribs, a cylindrical housing enclosingboth 
sectionsf'but having. the‘ opposite ends-‘of said 
hollow tube projectingv outside‘ of :said housing, 
said housing having a diameter ‘such that with 
said sections disposed within said housing little 
clearance is left between the outer periphery of 
said sections and the inner wall of said housing, 
a port in the vicinity of each of the opposite ends 
of said housing to permit the flow of ?uid through 
said housing separate from the flow of ?uid 
through said hollow tube, and means at opposite 
ends of the assembly of packing members on 
said support for preventing movement of the 
individual packing members relative to‘ said 
housing. 

3. A regenerator comprising two sections, one 
‘section consisting of a hollow tube for flow of 
a fluid therethr'ough, a plurality of substantially 
cylindrical packing members on said tube ar 
ranged along the length thereof 'with a narrow 
space between each pair of said members, said 
packing members being bonded to said hollow 
tube, each packing member consisting of a plu 
rality of convolutions of a strip of aluminum, 
each of said convolutions having one side ?at 
and the other side provided with closely spaced 
integral ribs extending across the width of each 
convolution, the ribs of the ?rst convolution 
contacting the tube and the ribs of each suc 
ceeding convolution contacting and being bonded 
to the ?at surface of a contiguous convolution 
thereby forming in the annular spaces between 
.the ?rst convolution and the support and be 
tween the succeedingsconvolutions longitudinally 
extending channels de?ned‘ by said ribs, said 

10' 
‘ i'channelsk being_:§interrupted_ along ,1 their lengths 
"by the ‘narrow, spaces between; adjacent mem 
bers, ,the- secondw'section; comprising a rod-like 
support, a‘ plurality of substantially cylindrical 

V packing members on said support disposed along 
the length thereof “with 'a‘narrow space between 
adjacent-members, ‘a spacer ‘member inserted 
ineach of ‘said ‘narrow spaces to, maintain the 
individual packing members in spaced relation 
ship, each, of said packing. members consisting 
of a plurality of convolutions’ of a strip‘ of alu 
minum, ' each of said convolutions having ?one 
side ?at and the; other side provided with closely 
‘spaced ribs" extending acrossthe width of'each 
convolution, the‘ribsof the'?rst convolution con 

_ tacting the support and the ribs of each succeed 
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ingv convolution contacting. and being bonded to 
the Y?at surface ' of a contiguous. convolution 
thereby. forming in the annular spaces between 
the ?rst convolution and the support andbe 
tween, the. succeeding convolutions‘ longitudi 
nally extending channels de?ned bysaid cribs, 
said channels being ‘interrupted along their 
lengths by the narrow spacesf'b'etween» adjacent 
members-a cylindrical housing 'enclosing'?both 
sections but having the opposite ends of said 
hollow-tuber projecting outside of said housing, 
said housing having a diameter such that-with 
said sections disposed withinfsaid'housing little 
clearance-is left ‘between the. outer periphery of 
said sections and the inner. wall of said hous 
ing,»-a port? in the vicinity of ‘each of 'theopDQ 
site ends of said housing to permit the. flow of 
fluid through; said housing separate" fromv the 
flow of fluid'through saidhollow tube, and means 
at opposite ends of ‘the assembly of packing 
membersr ~on1 said support "for preventing move 
ment-of theindividual pa'ckingimembers rela'* 

tive to said housing. ' ‘ ‘ ‘ P r» is ~ 4.1A:regenerator assembly comprisingi'a pair 

of headers, a multiplicity of cylindrical housings 
disposed spaced relationship andcommunii 
cably' connecting ‘said headers, each housing con’ 
taining two sections, one section consisting of 
a tubularsupport, a plurality of substantially 
cylindrical packing members on said tubular 
support arranged along the length thereof with 
a narrow space between adjacent members, said 
packing members being bonded to said tubular 
support, each packing member consisting of a 
plurality of convolutions of high heat conduct 
ing material, each of said convolutions having 
one side ?at and the other side provided with 
closely spaced integral ribs extending across the 
width of each convolution, the ribs of one con 
volution contacting and being bonded to the flat 
surface of a contiguous convolution thereby 
forming in the annular spaces between contig 
uous convolutions longitudinally extending chan- ' 
nels de?ned by said ribs, a second pair of head 
ers outside of said cylindrical housings into 
which lead the upper and lower ends of said 
tubular support, the other section comprising a 
rod-like support, aplurality of substantially cy 
lindrical packing members on said rod-like sup 
port disposed along the length thereof with a 
narrow space between adjacent members, a 
spacer member in said narrow space to main 
tain the individual packing members in spaced 
relationship, each of said packing members con 
sisting of a plurality of convolutions of high 
heat conducting material, each of said convolu 
tions having one side ?at and the other side 
provided with closely spaced ribs extending 
across the width of each convolution, the ribs 
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of one convolution contacting and being ‘bonded 
-to the ?at Surface of a contiguous convolution 
thereby ‘forming in'zthe annular'spaces'between 
contiguous c'onvoluti'ons' longitudinally ‘extend 
ingi channels de?nedby said ribs. . > ' 5 " 

5; 'A iregenerator' assembly comprising a‘ pair 
:of headers; a plurality of cylindrical housing 
disposed in spaced relationship and communi 
cably connecting said headers‘; each housing 
containing two‘sections'; one section consisting 
-of a tubular support, a plurality of substantially 
cylindricalpacking members on said ‘tubular sup 
‘port' arranged along the length'thereof with a 
narrow space between, adjacent members, said 
packing members being bonded to said tubular 
support; each packing member comprising a plu 
rality of.convolutions of astrip of aluminum, 
each of said convolutions having one side ?at 
and the ‘other side ‘provided with closely spaced 
integral ribs extending across the width of each 
convolution, the ribs of the ?rst convolution 
contacting the tubular support and the ribs of 
each succeeding convolution contacting and be 
ing bonded to the ?at side of a contiguous con 
volution forming in the annular space between 
the ?rst convolution and the tubular support 
and the succeeding convolutions longitudinally 
extending channels de?ned by said ‘ribs, said 
channels being interrupted along their lengths 
by the narrow spaces between adjacent mem 
bers; a second pair of headers outside of said 
cylindrical housings-into, which lead the oppo; 
site ends of said tubular support‘; and the other 
section ‘comprising a ‘rod-like support, a plu 
rality of- substantially cylindrical packing mem 
bers on “said rod-like support disposed along 
the length thereof with a narrow space between 
adjacent members, a spacer member ‘inserted 
in each of said narrow spaces ‘to maintain the 
individual packing members in spaced-relation 
ship, each o'f'said packing members consisting 
of a plurality of convolutionsjot a strip of alu 
minum,: each of said convolutions having one 
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.side?at and the other side provided with closely 
spaced ribs extending across the width of each 
convolution, the‘ ribsof the ?rst convolution 
‘contacting the rod-like'support and‘ the ribs of 
each’ succeeding convolution contacting and be 
ing bonded to the ?at surface of ‘a contiguous 
convolution forming in the spaces between the 
?rst convolutionand-the rod-like support‘ and 
between the succeeding convolutions, longitu 
dinally ‘extending channels de?ned by said ribs, 
said wchannels beingv interrupted along their 
lengths by the narrow spaces'between adjacent 
members, and’ holding} means at :the. opposite 
ends of ‘the assembly“ of‘ cylindrical’- packing 
members on said rod-like support'for preventing 
movement'of said packing membersrelative to 
saidhousing' in which said other section is dis 
posed. ‘ _ - , 

,6. A regenerator according to claim 1, where 
in ,saidhigh heat conducting material "is alu 
minum. , " ' " 
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